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Architecture, design, culture and 
great trends for cities - Trending 
City is a platform for sharing 
ideas from across the globe on 
what’s keeping our cities vibrant, 
diverse and innovative. For more 
information visit us at Trending 
City HQ - www.trendingcity.org

Welcome to the 5th edition of the Urban 
Snapshot! It’s been a year since TC 
launched & we’re now getting 1000s of 
hits a month with our Gallery page and 
local insights proving popular! 

Here at TC we know that some of the 
best urban trends happening around 
the world are first spotted by you, the 
locals. As such we’re proud to promote 
and connect local ideas that resonate on 
a global scale. 

Looking to the future and we’re seeing 
cycling continue its influence on urban 
policy, cities becoming even more 
competitive for talent and innovation, 
more standards and expectations around 
compact living, and a convergence of 
digital and real worlds. 

It’s an exciting time to be talking all 
things ‘city’ and with the recent launch 
of Guardian Cities, doesn’t look to be 
slowing any time soon. 

Stay in touch!

John O’Callaghan

Skip WaSte
LONDON

A temporary activation of skip bins, 
Skip Waste encourages a rethinking 
of how we use public space by 
exploring the issue of urban 
waste and highlighting potential in 
upcycling materials. A swimming 
pool, skating ramp and grassed 
park are just some alternative 
options! Read more here.

Solar panel HouSe 
LOS ANGELES

The 28th Street Apartments, 
restored by KoningEizenberg, 
showcase the value of heritage 
and the balance that can be 
found with contemporary 
sustainable design including 
a southern facade covered 
entirely with photovoltaic cells.  
Read more here. 

Street portrait
MELBOURNE

Street artist, Adnate, was 
recently commissioned by Hosier 
Inc, a collective of residents, 
artists and members of the street 
art community, to create a 23-
metre high portrait down Hosier 
Lane in the heart of Melbourne.  
Read more here.

Cardboard CatHedral,  
CHISTCHURCH

Towards the end of last year, 
after 2 years of planning, 
Christchurch unveiled its 
Cardboard Cathedral. The new 
Anglican Church was designed by 
Japanese architect Shigeru Ban 
and built from waterproof and 
flame retardant cardboard tubes. 
Read more here. 
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prototype tHe Future WitH deSign 
tHinking 
by Melanie Rayment

The term ‘design thinking’ is well and truly basking 
in trending glory at present from innovation in 
business, manufacturing, public service design, 
crime prevention, policy development and place 
making. But before we explore the following urban 
art example, Prototype the Future, let us ponder 
what this term means. Design thinking is not new, 
one suspects that the word just conveniently ties with 
a neat bow a package of methods, tools, processes 
and expertise that designers have employed for over 
half a century to solve problems on a daily basis. 
Read more here. 

reClaiming publiC SpaCe in VanCouVer.
by Jesse Darling

Over the past couple of years, the City of Vancouver 
has been climbing the most livable cities indexes. 
Vancouver has shifted priorities to improving urban 
mobility, community engagement and social vitality. 
VIVA Vancouver is one such policy that  provides 
funding for applicants who want to transform 
public parking spaces into mini-parks. This funding 
opportunity paved the way for the French Quarter 
Parklet to be born. Read more here.

5 minuteS on a Corner in kiCHijoji 
by Bob Perry

Kichijoji is a busy shopping district where two 
metro lines meet in the western suburbs of 
Tokyo. This 5 minute video demonstrates many 
of the benefits and paradoxes of dense urban 
living. While cars take a background position, the 
remarkable dexterity of cyclists and pedestrians 
interacting, gives us some insight into the 
reasons why obesity hovers around 2% of Japan’s 
populations and is approaching 30% in Australia.  
Other surprises to suburban sensibilities include 
the sound of footsteps and conversation being 
the loudest sounds around. Watch the video and 
read more here.

reSHaping tHe SHoebox: tHe milan 
Furniture Fair
by Natalia Krslovic

On a trip to Milan this week, I was able to see the 
Salone Internazionale del Mobile di Milano, or the 
Milan International Furniture Fair. This event not 
only showcases the best the world has to offer in 
terms of furniture, industrial and spatial design, 
but also cleverly utilities the minimal public 
space available in this metropolis, in a way that’s 
conducive to creating new social interactions.
Read more here.

our urban Soil 
by Tom Boyden

People are starting to tune in to the idea of farming 
in the city. A movement is a brewing. Those that 
rely on the benefits of urban farming have been 
growing food as a means to obtain affordable and 
healthy food, build community and slow the food 
desertification of our cities.

It’s still trending, hard. What’s going to bring 
urban farming from the ‘cool thing to do’, to the 
thing we need to do? Read more here.
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